Free-hand sketches are highly hieroglyphic and illustrative, which have been widely used by humans to depict objects or stories from ancient times to the present. The recent prevalence of touchscreen devices has made sketch creation a much easier task than ever and consequently made sketch-oriented applications increasingly more popular. The prosperity of deep learning has also immensely promoted the research for the free-hand sketch. This paper presents a comprehensive survey of the free-hand sketch oriented deep learning techniques. The main contents of this survey include: (i) The intrinsic traits and domain-unique challenges of the free-hand sketch are discussed, to clarify the essential differences between free-hand sketch and other data modalities, e.g., natural photo. (ii) The development of the free-hand sketch community in the deep learning era is reviewed, by surveying the existing datasets, research topics, and the state-of-the-art methods via a detailed taxonomy. (iii) Moreover, the bottlenecks, open problems, and potential research directions of this community have also been discussed to promote the future works.
INTRODUCTION
F REE-HAND sketch is a kind of vivid minimalism data formation, and easy to obtain, which has appeared before words/texts. Anybody can express his/her ideas by sketching even before he/she learned to speak and write. Anything can be depicted with the help of sketching if it is difficult to describe by words. Anywhere can allow sketching to assist communications, no matter what language is spoken there. Consequently, free-hand sketches are widely involved in human daily life from ancient times to date.
Free-hand sketch is illustrative, in spite of highly concise and abstract, which can be regarded as a form of human brain's visual perception of the real world. Drawing freehand sketches is one of humans natural behavior, and sketches are useful in various scenarios, e.g., communication, design. Therefore, free-hand sketch has been studied in computer vision field [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] and computer human interaction community [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . In particular, early research can be traced back to the 1960s and 1970s [13] , [14] .
However, free-hand sketch is essentially different to natural photo 1 . It stands as a special data modality/domain, having some domain-unique challenges, e.g., highly sparse, abstract, noisy, arbitrary. Moreover, free-hand sketching is also a dynamic processing, so that free-hand sketch can be understood/represented in multiple formations/modalities, e.g., static pixel space, stroke coordinate based temporal space, Euclidean space, geometrical graph space (see detailed discussion in Section 2). These intrinsic traits of free-hand sketch decide that solving sketch-related 1 . Image includes free-hand sketch, natural photo, etc. In this survey, natural photo denotes the image obtained by camera, e.g., the photos from ImageNet. Unless specified instructions, photo refers to natural photo thoughout this survey. problems needs to propose sketch-specific designs to overcome the sketch-specific challenges.
In recent years, the prevalence of smart touchscreen devices (e.g., smart phone, tablet) has made sketch creation a much easier task than ever, and consequently made sketchoriented applications increasingly more popular. This motivates both academia and industry to study free-hand sketches more extensively. Meanwhile, deep learning techniques are developing rapidly, and have achieved the state-of-the-art in various artificial intelligence tasks. Thus, an unprecedented boom of free-hand sketch research has emerged, evidenced by the increasing publications in the top venues (as illustrated in Figure 1 ): (i) Some classic research topics (e.g., sketch recognition, sketch-based image retrieval, sketch-based 3D shape retrieval) have been restudied in deep learning manner [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [15] and obtained significant performance improvements. (ii) Some brand new topics are proposed based on deep learning, e.g., deep learning based sketch generation/synthesis [16] , sketch-based deep model generation [17] , deep reinforcement learning based sketch abstraction [18] , deep sketch hashing [7] . (iii) Beyond the global representation based tasks (e.g., sketch recognition), more fine-grained tasks have been further studied or proposed, e.g., instance-level sketchbased image retrieval [5] , deep stroke-level sketch segmentation [19] . (iv) Compared with representing sketches as static pictures in previous, there is a significant progress on the representations for free-hand sketches in recent years. Various deep neural network architectures have been designed for sketch. Especially, thanks to the groundbreaking work SketchRNN [16] , the temporal traits of free-hand sketches are modeled by recurrent neural network (RNN).
(v) More sketch-based applications have appeared, i.e., online sketch game QuickDraw 2 [16] , sketch-based commodity search engine 3 [5] , [20] . (vi) Some large-scale sketch datasets have been collected, e.g., Google QuickDraw 4 [16] a millionscale sketch dataset (50M+). The simultaneous prosperity of touchscreen devices and deep learning brings both opportunities and challenges to the free-hand sketch research community. In particular, there are still a lot of problems that are under-studied, although a great deal of deep learning models are proposed for free-hand sketches in recent years. This survey aims to review the state of the free-hand sketch community in deep learning era, hoping to bring insights to the related researchers. Please note that this survey focuses on freehand sketches, not including professional (forensic) facial sketch [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , professional pencil sketch [25] , human/face sketch [26] , professional landscape sketch [27] , photo-like edge-maps (artificially rendered sketch) [28] , [29] , [30] , cartoon/manga [31] , [32] , [33] , well-drawn 3D sketch [34] , clip arts [32] . In this survey, "sketch" refers to "free-hand sketch", if without special instructions.
Different to the existing sketch-related survey papers [35] , [36] , [37] that focus on free-hand sketch based recognition and image/3D retrieval, this survey aims to introduce the state of free-hand sketch community in deep learning era by the detailed discussion and taxonomy for all the representative sketch-related research topics.
This survey are organized as follows. Section 2 provides some background knowledge of free-hand sketches, including intrinsic traits, domain-unique challenges, milestone techniques of the existing sketch-oriented deep learning, etc. Section 3 summarizes the representative free-hand sketch datasets. In Section 4, we provide a comprehensive taxonomy for sketch-based tasks, and the representative deep learning models will be described in detail. The bottlenecks and some open problems of the free-hand sketch community in deep learning era are discussed in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively. Section 7 gives some promising and 3 . http://sketchx.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/demos/ 4. https://github.com/googlecreativelab/quickdraw-dataset function mapping or feature extraction F Θ (·) neural network feature extraction, parameterized by Θ D(·) distance metric, e.g., 2 distance λ weighting factor summation element-wise product σ(·) sigmoid activation function ReLu(·)
ReLU activation function R set of real numbers T time step t time step α, β, γ hyper parameters by manually setting interesting topics for future work. The conclusion of this survey is presented in Section 8. Throughout this survey, bold uppercase characters and bold lowercase characters denote matrices and vectors, respectively. Unless specified instructions, the mathematical symbols follow the conventions in Table 1 .
BACKGROUND
This section will present some background knowledge, including: (i) The intrinsic traits and domain-unique challenges of free-hand sketch. (ii) A brief development history of the deep learning techniques engineered for free-hand sketch. In particular, the essential differences between freehand sketch and natural photo will be discussed , and the milestone deep learning techniques proposed for free-hand sketch will be introduced.
Intrinsic Traits and Domain-Unique Challenges
Free-hand sketch is a special modality in visual domain, essentially different to natural photos that are the pixelperfect copies of the real world. For faster calculation, freehand sketches are saved as black background picture in the computer, which is a highly sparse matrix (see Figure 2 ). Free-hand sketching is a dynamic processing. Hence, (i) as shown in Figure 2 , sketches are not only the static 2D matrix in pixel space, but also can be represented as temporal vectors that consist of the stroke coordinate sequences. Both of the pixel space and stroke coordinate space belong to Euclidean space/gridding. From another perspective, freehand sketching is also a processing of connecting the key points of strokes into lines. Thus, a sketch can be further extracted as a more sparse representation, i.e., a sparsely connected graph that consists of the key stroke points, see Figure 2 . Compared with the well-regulated Euclidean representations, graph representation in geometrical space is more flexible. Graph representation is the higher level Fig. 2 . Sketch-specific representations. Representations from left to right: picture (black background with white lines), picture (white background with black lines), graph, stroke sequence. For both graph and stroke sequence representations are based on the key stroke points. In stroke sequence, each key point is denoted as a four-bit vector, where the first two bits and the last two bits represent the coordinates and pen state, respectively. See details in text. of abstraction for free-hand sketch. Consequently, in deep learning recipes, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), and Graph Neural Network (GNN) can be used to model and represent sketch. These are the major domain-specific traits of free-hand sketch, resulting in the domain-unique challenges.
……
The domain-unique challenges of free-hand sketch can be summarized as follows. (i) Highly abstract. Humans use sketch to depict a object or a event by as few strokes as possible, which are preprocessed by human brain. As shown in Figure 3 , a pyramid can be depicted as a triangle in sketch, and several strokes depict a fancy handbag. (ii) Highly diverse. Different persons have different drawing styles, e.g., exaggerated, artistic. Different persons have different drawing abilities. For instance, given a semantic concept of "cat", persons draw really diverse cats with/without body (see Figure 3 ). In Figure 3 , it can be observed that different persons draw distinctive sketches when given the identical slipper. (iii) Highly noisy. For one hand, free-hand sketches are always noisy with some redundant and noisy strokes. For another hand, in sketch domain, some semantically different object categories have high-level of visual similarity, e.g., dog and pig. Sometimes, the noisy outlier of dog category looks more like a pig, due to the intra-class variation/diversity and inter-class similarity. Specifically, as demonstrated by Xu et al. [7] , the image entropy values of each object category of sketches is a Gaussian distribution. (iv) Highly sparse. If represent free-hand sketch in pixel space, completely different to the pixel-dense natural photo, free-hand sketch is a kind of highly sparse signal. This makes representing sketch more challenging. If use CNN to model sketch, many unnecessary zeros will be involved via convolutional operations.
Moreover, there are some unique challenges when collect sketch, which will be discussed in detail in following (see Section 3.1).
The aforementioned intrinsic traits and domain-unique challenges decides that the free-hand sketch problems need the sketch-specific designs and thinkings!
Development History in Deep Learning Era
In recent five years, free-hand sketch community has gone through a rapid development. Figure 4 presents the milestones of the free-hand sketch research community from 2015, mainly from three perspectives: deep learning oriented tasks, datsets, representations (network architectures). (i) In 2015, Sketch-a-Net [4] was proposed by SketchX lab. Sketch-a-Net is the first deep convolutional neural network engineered for free-hand sketch, and has achieved the accurate recognition rate that beats humans. This inspiring work demonstrates the availability of CNN for sketch analysis, and motivates researchers start to design deep learning models to solve sketch tasks. (ii) In 2016 , three fine-graind sketch-based image retrieval (FG-SBIR) datasets are released, i.e., SketchX Shoe [5] , SketchX chair [5] , Sketchy [15] . Combining with deep triplet ranking [38] , these fine-grained cross-modal datasets have led a research boom of FG-SBIR, motivating various fine-grained sketch tasks. (iii) In 2017, Google company released a millionscale sketch dataset, i.e., Google QuickDraw, via the online game "QuickDraw". QuickDraw dataset is collected from the game users around the global world, containing more than 50M sketches. Thus, the data diversity of QuickDraw [7] , deep sketch abstraction [18] , deep sketch-based photo classifier generation [17] , deep zero-shot sketch-photo hashing [40] , and some classical tasks are re-studied, e.g., deep sketch perceptual grouping [41] . See Figure 4 for more detailed chronological orders.
FREE-HAND SKETCH DATASETS
This section will discuss the unique-challenges of free-hand sketch collection, and introduce the recently representative deep learning oriented datasets by a detailed taxonomy. As shown in Figure 5 , according to the data modalities involved, free-hand sketch based datasets can be categorized as two kinds: (i) single-modal and (ii) multimodal datasets. Single-modal sketch datasets only consist of sketches, which are mainly used for sketch recognition, retrieval/fast retrieval, perceptual grouping, segmentation, generation, etc. Multi-modal sketch datasets consist of both sketches and the samples from other modalities (e.g., natural photo, 3D shape, text, cartoon, video), which are mainly used for the retrieval/matching, generation across sketch and other modalities. Moreover, both single-modal and multi-modal sketch datasets can be divided in two kinds: (a) coarse-grained and (b) fine-grained.
The coarse-grained single-modal sketch datasets (e.g., TU-Berlin [1] , QuickDraw [16] ) are usually used for sketch recognition, sketch retrieval. The fine-grained single-modal sketch datasets [19] , [41] have fine-grained annotations, which can serve for the fine-grained sketch tasks, e.g., perceptual grouping, segmentation, parse.
The fined-grained multi-modal sketch datasets (e.g., SketchX Shoe [5] ) provide the instance-level pairing information, usually with fine-grained annotations, i.e., local attributes. Hence, the fined-grained multi-modal sketch datasets can be used for fine-grained sketch based crossmodal retrieval and generation tasks.
Existing collection approaches mainly include: (i) crowdsourcing selecting and matching on existing datasets, e.g., Doodle2Sketch QuickDraw-Extended [8] , (ii) crowdsourcing drawing from scratch, e.g., SketchX Shoe [5] , Sketchy [15] . (iii) collecting via online drawing game, e.g., Google QuickDraw [16] . In particular, for fine-grained multi-modal sketch datasets, crowd-sourcing drawing is more suitable, since fine-grained selecting and matching takes more time.
In addition, some novel concepts and tasks on learning fine-grained sketch patterns are widely studied in recent years, leading to some new sketch datasets, e.g., SketchX Shoe [5] , Sketchy [15] , QuickDraw [16] . This section will brief the most representative datasets in current stage, which are also the most frequently-used datasets. Some wellknown but overly small-scale datasets will not be discussed in this section, e.g., the dataset proposed by Hirata and Kato [54] .
Unique-Challenge of Sketch Collection
Free-hand sketch stands as a special data domain, its collection has some unique-challenges: (i) Sketching is a dynamic and temporal processing, thus saving as the static picture (e.g., JPEG, PNG) will loss too much useful information. In order to enable more extensive research, it is better to record the stroke position and timing information. This is to TABLE 2 Summary for the representative sketch datasets. " " denotes "yes/available/provided". Both of "grouping" and "segmentation" annotations are in stroke-level. "K" and "M" means "thousand" and "million", respectively. "cat." means "category". The stroke column will be marked as available if the sketches are provided in SVG files or coordinate arrays. [20] 568 sketches, 568 photos 1 o pairing Sketchy [15] 75K sketches, 12K photos 125 o class 12K objects sketch&UI [9] 1998 sketches, 1998 photos 23 o class, pairing UI QuickDrawExtended [8] 330K sketches, 204K photos 110 o class TU-Berlin Extended [45] 20K sketches, 191K photos 250 o class sketch Flickr15K [2] 330 sketches, 15K photos 33 o class Aerial-SI [46] , [47] 400 sketches, 3.3K photos 10 o, s class aerial scene HUST-SI [48] 20K sketches, 31K photos 250 o class SBSR [49] 1814 sketches, 1814 3D models 161 o class SHREC'13 [35] 7200 sketches, 1258 3D models 90 o class SHREC'14 [50] 12680 say that generally sketch collection needs specific designed interactive interface to record the sketch domain-unique information. In some cases, for further analysis, it also needs to record some extra information of the drawers, e.g., gender, nationality. More complicated than natural photo collection (crawling and saving as picture directly), sketch collection generally needs to save sketch as Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) 5 and record other additional information, e.g., stroke position/timing information. (ii) Although, with popularization of smart touch-screen devices, more and more free-hand sketches are available in the internet, it is still difficult to collection sketches via crawling. The main reasons are: (a) The ready-made sketches in the internet are saved as static pictures, without stroke temporal and timing information, so that only support to model sketch statically. (b) The quality of sketch is exceedingly dependent on the status of collection device, e.g., screen resolution, predefined stroke thickness. Moreover, some sketches in the internet are too messy to recognize even by humans.
Thus, it is difficult to obtain sketches in the acceptable drawing quality. This is distinctively different to photo collection, which is mainly based on crawling in the internet. (c) When collect fine-grained cross-modal datasets, it needs to collect the fine-grained/instance-level cross-modal sample pairs. In this case, selecting and then matching the cross-modal sample pairs on the fine-grained criterion is time-consuming, while drawing sketches referring to the 5. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scalable Vector Graphics counterpart in other modality could be more efficient. In addition, it often happens that collectors can not search for a adequately well-matched sketches for the target sample from other modality. (iii) As aforementioned, sketch is full of the diversity of drawing styles. Thus, in ideal conditions, any sketch dataset should involve as many drawing participants and styles as possible. It is better to ensure that the drawing participants vary in as many ages and regions as possible. However, during crawling, we can not know any extra information about the sketchers in the internet.
(iv) There are two extreme cases that always happen: (a) The crowd-sourcing participants often draw deliberately to obtain the well-drawn sketches. (b) The online game participants often draw overly arbitrarily resulting in the highly noisy sketches.
Representative Dataset Taxonomy
In the last decade, the prosperity of both deep learning and touch-screen based human-computer interaction, motivates the fast development of free-hand sketch research. Some brand new topics related to sketch have been proposed. New topics often need new datasets. Moreover, nowadays, almost all the sketch topics are studied in deep learning techniques, which need large-scale datasets. Therefore, in recent ten years, a number of sketch datasets [55] , [56] , [57] , [58] , [59] are proposed. This part will introduce and compare the recently representative sketch datasets via a detailed taxonomy, and describe what tasks/topics each dataset can be used for. Please see details in Table 2 . Table 2 summarizes the representative sketch datasets of both single-modal and multi-modal, where the comparison is based on the aspects of modalities, sample amount, sample category amount, stroke information, annotations, etc. Note that SVG file is able to generate picture files, e.g., JPEG, PNG (not vice versa).
TASK AND METHODOLOGY TAXONOMY
According to the data modalities involved, free-hand sketch related tasks can be devided into single-modal and multimodal tasks. The single-modal sketch research serves as the foundation for the multi-modal research. This section will detail the definitions of the existing tasks and introduce the correspondingly representative deep learning methods, providing a detailed taxonomy. Figure 6 provides a tree diagram of the existing free-hand sketch tasks.
Single-Modal
Single-modal sketch tasks need only to study sketch without other data modalities involved. In recent years, various single-modal sketch tasks are studied in deep learning framework, including recognition, retrieval/hashing, generation, grouping, segmentation, abstraction, etc. These interesting tasks need the machine to understand sketches from global to local.
Recognition
Sketch recognition [1] is to predict the class label for the given sketch, which is one of the most fundamental tasks in free-hand sketch community, with a lot of practical applications, e.g., interactive drawing system that provides some feedback to users [60] , sketch-based science education system [61] . Both of object sketches [1] , [16] and scene sketches [62] , [63] have been studied to date. The data augmentations, network architectures, loss functions that are engineered for sketch recognition can be used for other sketch tasks. Moreover, the deep learning based sketch recognition techniques have been already widely used in some sketch-based human-computer interaction applications, e.g., online drawing game QuickDraw, WeChat miniapp Caihua Xiaoge that was released by Google.
Sketch recognition can be categorised as (i) offline recognition and (ii) online recognition.
Offline recognition systems take the whole sketch as input and predict a class label, after the sketching was done. Online recognition systems take the accumulated sketch strokes and continuously predict the class label, during sketching. Most of the existing deep learning based sketch recognition works are offline recognition models. Online sketch recognition can be used for real-time drawing guidance [42] , tracing, and sketch retrieval, providing better interactive experience.
According to the sketching content, sketch recognition can also be categorised as object recognition and scene recognition/understanding.
Comments: With the development of deep learning, the understanding of researchers on sketch is gradually deepening, the main progressive trends including: (i) from CNN-based static representation to RNN-based dynamic representation, (ii) from explicit picture space to implicit sequence space; (iii) from global representation to local understanding (i.e., semantic spatial attention [20] ), from Euclidean space (CNN, RNN based) to geometric space (GNN based), (iv) from conventional supervised training to adversarial training.
Benefit from the booming progress of deep learning, various deep models [45] , [64] , [65] , [66] , [67] , [68] , [69] , [70] , [71] are proposed for free-hand sketch recognition. In the following, the deep learning based sketch recognition works will be introduced from three perspectives, i.e., (i) network architectures, (ii) data augmentations, (iii) loss functions. Network Architecture: Figure 7 demonstrates the evolution of the existing deep learning-based sketch representations. Moreover, Table 3 summarized the existing network architectures that are engineered for free-hand sketches and capable of sketch recognition. The following will introduce some representative architectures.
(i) Sketch-a-Net [4] , [6] is the first deep CNN designed for free-hand sketch. Compared with classic photo-oriented CNN architecture [78] , the sketch-specific aspects of its architecture mainly include: (a) Considered the highly sparsity of sketch, larger size of 15 × 15 is used for the first layer filters. This is because sketches generally lack texture information. Larger convolutional filters are more likely to capture more patterns from the structured/sparse context. (b) Local response normalization (LRN) [78] layers are removed for faster learning without sacrificing performance, since LRN works for "pixel brightness normalization". The brightness of sketches is 0 or 1. Moreover, Yu et al. also proposed two novel sketch-specific data augmentation strategies to synthesises new sketches to enable Sketch-a-Net to learn the stroke ordering information. Given an ensemble of Sketch-a-Net trained by varying the mini-batch orders, joint Bayesian fusion [79] is adopted to improve the recognition performance.
(ii) Sarvadevabhatla et al. [72] also propose a sketch recognition network to explore the sequential process of sketching, where each training sketch needs to be plotted as a continuous sequence of cumulative stroke pictures and the corresponding AlexNet [78] based deep features will be sent into Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [80] network in sequence. This network is able to work in online recognition mode, since it involves the intermediate status of the sketch.
(iii) Similarly, He et al. [74] proposed the Deep Visual-Sequential Fusion (DVSF) net to capture spatial and temporal patterns of sketches simultaneously. For each training sketches, its three accumulation sub-pictures (with 60%, 80%, 100% of strokes) go through three-way CNNs (ResNet-18 [81] ) to produce deep features, which are parallelly fed into the visual and sequential networks. In particular, the visual and sequential networks are implemented by residual fully-connected (R-FC) layer and Residual Long Short Term Memory (R-LSTM) [82] layer, respectively. The visual and sequential representations are integrated into the fusion layer to conduct sketch recognition.
(iv) In 2017, Ha and Eck proposed a groundbreaking work, i.e., SketchRNN [16] , which contributes a novel paradigm to model the sketching ordering patterns. SketchRNN brings significant insights to the sketch repre- sent learning, although it is a Variational Inference (VI) [83] based sketch generation model. Distinctively different to the stroke accumulated sub-picture based RNN inputs, RNN backbone of SketchRNN is directly fed into the key point coordinates of sketching stroke. In particular, as illustrated in Figure 2 , each key point is denoted as a vector consisting of two coordinate bits (i.e., horizontal and vertical coordinates) and the corresponding flag bits. Flag bits of the key stroke points depict the pen states during sketching, telling when to stop a stroke. Specifically, within each stroke, its ending point will have a distinctive flag bit representation to those of other key points.
(v) Xu et al. proposed a sketch hashing network termed as SketchMate [7] , where the backbone is a CNN-RNN dual branch architecture, utilizing CNN to extract abstract visual concepts and RNN to model human sketching temporal orderings. The CNN branch takes in the raster pixel sketch pictures; and the RNN branch takes in the vector sketch (i.e., 
TABLE 3
Comparison for the representative sketch-oriented network architectures. "-" means that it is vague or not mentioned in the original paper. The reported performances are the recognition accuracy of "acc.@top1". Abbreviations in this table are defined as: "para.": parameters; "ens.": ensemble; "stroke accu. pic.": stroke accumulated pictures; "R-FC": residual fully-connected layer; "cat.": category; "pad.": padding; "tru.": truncation; "augm.": specific augmentations; "tran.": transformer. key stroke point coordinates), respectively. The dual-branch interaction is implemented by a concatenation-based latefusion layer. This architecture demonstrates the complementarity of visual and temporal embedding spaces on sketch representation learning. This CNN-RNN dual-branch modeling idea has been widely applied to other sketch tasks, e.g., SPFusionNet [43] for sketch semantic segmentation. Addition to the parallel architectures of CNN and RNN, some cascaded architectures (e.g., CNN-to-RNN [72] , RNNto-CNN [76] ) also have been studied.
Sketch Data Augmentation:
Please note that all the sketch-specific data augmentation methods discussed in this subsection can be applied to both sketch recognition and all the other sketch involved tasks, e.g., sketch-based image retrieval, sketch-related generation.
(i) Sketch can be formatted in visual domain as picture, so that most of the common data augmentations designed for natural photos (e.g., ImageNet [84] photos) can be applied to sketch, e.g., horizontal reflection/mirroring, rotation, horizontal shift, vertical shift, central zoom. These augmentations have already been evaluated by the early sketch-oriented deep learning works [4] , [85] . However, the random cropping is unsuitable to sketch due to that partial sketches are too sparse and abstract to recognize even for humans.
(ii) Stroke thickening/dilation is another kind of augmentation for free-hand sketch. As discussed in some pre-vious works on the spatially-sparse convolutional neural networks [86] , the subtle details of sparse strokes of sketches will be lost during the layer-by-layer convolutions. Thus, the stroke thickening/dilation is useful for the neural networks to learn the details of sketches.
(iii) Yu et al. [6] propose to remove the strokes to obtain more diverse sketches, which rely on the temporal order information of human sketching. Note that this stroke remove is not a random remove. Its main idea comes from a general rule [1] that during sketching human like draw main outline first and then draw details. Thus, Yu et al. progressively remove detail from each training sketch to generate new sketches at multiple abstraction levels.
(iv) Zheng et al. [87] propose a Bezier pivot based deformation (BPD) strategy and a mean stroke reconstruction (MSR) approach. Both of these two augmentations do not need any temporal cues of sketches. The main idea of MSR is to generate novel sketches with smaller intra-class variance.
(v) Some sketch-related generation works [88] also propose some sketch data augmentation strategies. Liu et al. propose two sketch-specific data augmentation strategies: (a) Manually extract some strokes from sketch SVG files to construct the noise stroke masks. Then, randomly apply the noise stroke masks to the original sketches to synthesize augmented sketches. (b) Randomly extract a patch from another sketch, and attach it upon a given sketch.
Comments: Compared with augmentations on the full picture basis (e.g., rotation, shift), making full use of the stroke information to design sketch-specific data augmentations is a significant progress. This benefits from that researchers gradually analyse sketches from global to local details. However, all the aforementioned stroke modification based augmentations are merely random perturbations, without the considering how to mimic the real drawing styles of humans.
Loss Function:
Most of the previous deep sketch recognition methods use cross-entropy softmax loss to train the deep neural networks. However, as stated in Section 2.1, free-hand sketch has its intrinsic traits and domain-unique challenges, so that it's better to study the sketch-specific loss function to drive the recognition models to learn more fine-grained sketch patterns. Xu et al. proposed the sketch-specific center loss [7] for million-scale sketches, based on the staged-training strategy. The basis is that the image entropy distribution of each sketch category is a truncated Gaussian distribution.
Inspired by the classical Bayesian decision theory [89] and Bayesian risk [90] , Mishra et al. proposed a deep metric loss to drive the pretained deep neural network to minimize the Bayesian risk R(F Θ ) of misclassifying the sketch pairs that were randomly selected within each mini-batch. Assume F Θ (X i ) and F Θ (X j ) are the normalized feature embeddings of the random selected sketches X i and X j . c + and c − denote all the possible positive and negative class pairs that could be predicted, respectively.
where D(·, ·) (∈ [−1, 1]) denotes cosine distance function. This risk is the probability integral of classifying positive sketches as negative and negative sketches as positive.
Based on this Bayesian risk loss, sketch recognition needs a two-stage training. After obtained the features, it needs to train a linear SVM [91] as the classifier. Comments: The practical human-computer interaction motivates a new trend of sketch online recognition. Moreover, the previous deep learning models for sketch recognition work in the supervised manner, leaving the semisupervised and unsupervised method under-studied. Considering from the practical application scenarios, zeroshot [63] and few-shot sketch recognition methods are also worth studying in the future. Another interesting topic that proposed by recent works [70] , [92] is using multi-task learning framework to simultaneously solve sketch recognition with other tasks.
Retrieval and Hashing
Sketch retrieval [42] , [93] , [94] means that use sketch as query/target to retrieve the similar samples from sketch gallery. This is also a fundamental task for sketch understanding, with several practical applications. With the popularization of touch-screen devices, more and more sketches are spreading in the internet, activating the study of sketch fast retrieval. Sketch hashing [7] is a kind of sketch fast retrieval that all the sketches are encoded and searched as binary hashing code vectors.
Sketch retrieval is a challenging task due to the highly abstract and intra-class variations, so that it's difficult to explicitly localizing the feature points across sketches (e.g., the manner of SIFT [95] ). After entering the deep learning era, the end-to-end feature learning manners of CNNs outperform the shallow feature extractions on various computer vision tasks. CNNs have also been used for sketch retrieval.
In particular, the common practice is using CNNs to learn embedding representations and then conduct the retrieval/matching as k Nearest Neighbors (kNN) problem. Therefore, most existing deep sketch retrieval models work as metric learning manners, which focus on the loss function designs to learn metrics for sketch matching in CNN-based embedding spaces. Wang et al. [93] proposed a representative sketch retrieval framework, which has two key components, i.e., pure convolutional layer based Siamese CNN backbone, 1 norm distance based pair-wise loss. The idea is two-fold: (i) Use convolutional feature map to preserve the spatial information for sketches without point correspondence. (ii) Pair-wise loss aims to drive the similar pairs closer in the feature space.
In addition to low-level feture based spatial matching, higher level semantic features also work well on sketch retrieval. Xu et al. propose a dual-branch CNN-RNN architecture to represent sketches via dual-branch late-fusion.
The aforementioned sketch retrieval/hashing methods work in supervised learning manner. If the class labels are unavailable, adversarial training can be used to force the networks learn how to capture the features for sketches. Based on Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [96] framework, Creswell et al. [94] propose the Sketch-GAN to solve sketch retrieval in unsupervised manner, where both the query and gallery sketches are represented by the output features of the discriminator network.
Generation
Sketch generation is a booming topic in deep learning era, which has several practical application scenarios, e.g., synthesising novel pictures, assisting artist design, finishing incomplete sketches. Sketch generation can be solved in various frameworks, e.g., variational autoencoder (VAE) [16] , [59] , [97] , Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [98] , VAE-GAN [98] , reinforcement learning (RL) [98] , [99] . OK
The seminal model SketchRNN [16] is a sequence-tosequence VAE model for conditional and unconditional sketch generation in the vector format. Its encoder and decoder are implemented by bidirectional RNN [100] and unidirectional RNN, respectively. Specifically, as stated earlier, free-hand sketching is a dynamic process of connecting key points into lines, so that the main idea of SketchRNN is to simulate the human sketching in a point-by-point manner. This is to say that SketchRNN produces sketch strokes in a point-by-point manner, and provides both the coordinates and pen state for each point. Pen state enables machine to know when to stop a stroke.
As shown in Figure 8 , the VAE encoder of SketchRNN takes vector format sketches as input, and encodes each sketch as a hidden vector h, which is the RNN hidden state of the last time step. This hidden vector will be further encoded as two parameters µ and σ to model a Gaussian distribution N (µ, σ) , where a latent vecto z will be sampled out. Then, the LSTM based VAE decoder will generate the pen coordinates and pen states of the key stroke points, conditionally on z . In particular, the pen coordinates and state for each key stroke point is sampled from a Gaussian mixture model, also as the input for the next time step for decoder.
SketchRNN is able to work in conditional and unconditional modes, corresponding to two practical scenarios: (i) Conditional Reconstruction: Neural network follows the human sketching styles to imitate the inputted sketches.
(ii) Unconditional Generation: Neural network draws a sketch of the given class label, without any references. In unconditional generation scenario, it only needs to train the decoder of VEA, without any input or latent vectors. The unconditional generation has various practical applications, e.g., helping human to design novel graphic patterns.
To improve SketchRNN to deal with multi-class generation, Cao et al. [101] propose a generative model named as "AI-Sketcher", which is also a VAE based network.
There are several development trends of sketch generation: (i) Fine-grained sketching [59] is proposed by researchers. (ii) Recently, a novel evaluation metric termed as "Ske-score" is proposed in [98] , which quantifies the goodness of generated vector sketches.
Grouping, Segmentation, and Parse
Compared with sketch recognition, retrieval, and generation, there are several more fine-grained single-modal sketch understanding tasks, e.g., perceptual grouping, segmentation, parse. These fine-grained tasks need the corresponding models are able to analyse semantically meaningful sketch parts on local-level, i.e., stroke-level. Moreover, these locallevel understanding techniques also benefit other globallevel tasks, i.e., sketch-based image retrieval, sketch-based video retrieval [102] , sketch generation/synthesis. In the following, we will overview the recent advance of deep learning on sketch perceptual grouping, segmentation, and parse.
Sketch Perceptual Grouping (SPG):
Humans have the ability to perceptually group visual cues into semantically object parts/components, which has been widely researched in Gestalt psychology area [103] , [104] . As shown in Figure 9 , humans are able to perceptually group sketches into semantic parts, e.g., airplane grouped into fuselage and wings. Thus, sketch perceptual grouping (SPG) is to imitate human intuition to perceptually group sketch strokes into semantic parts, which has already been studied before deep learning era [105] , [106] , [107] . One representative application of SPG is to simplify sketches [108] .
Moreover, SPG can also be used for sketch recognition [109] , sketch semantic segmentation, synthesis [110] , retrieval, fine-grained sketch-based image retrieval (FG-SBIR), sketchbased video retrieval [102] , etc.
Li et al. [41] , [111] contribute the largest SPG dataset to date of 20, 000 manually-annotated sketches across 25 object categories, and propose a universal deep grouper that can be applied to sketches of any category in any domain. Specifically, this deep universal grouper is also a sequence-to-sequence variational autoencoder with both generative and discriminative objectives: (i) Its generative loss enables the grouper have the ability to handle unseen object categories and datasets. (ii) Its discriminative loss consists of a local grouping loss and a novel global grouping loss, to guarantee both local and global perceptual grouping consistency.
Sketch Semantic Segmentation (SSS):
Sketch semantic segmentation has drawn a lot of attention [105] , [112] , [113] in free-hand sketch community as a classic topic before the eruption of deep learning. The goal of sketch semantic segmentation is to predict the semantic labels for sketch strokes.The major difference between sketch semantic segmentation and sketch grouping is that the semantic segmentation results explicitly provide the part labels (i.e., the concrete semantic category names) for each stroke, while the grouping results only provide the aggregation relationships for the strokes. As argued in [41] , the similarity between sketch perceptual grouping and sketch semantic segmentation is analogous to that between unsupervised image segmentation [114] and semantic segmentation [115] .
According to the network architectures, the existing deep learning models for sketch semantic segmentation can be mainly divided into several manners, CNN, RNN, CNN-RNN dual-branch, VAE based models, etc. The representative models mainly contain Stroke-RNN [116] , SketchSeg-Net [117] , SketchSegNet+ [19] , SPFusionNet [43] , etc.
Li et al. [118] train a CNN-based network to transfer the well-annotated segmentations and labellings from 3D dataset to sketch domain. They use annotated 3D data [112] , [119] to produce edge-map with partial annotations as the fake sketch to train the segmentation networks. Qi et al. propose SketchSegNet [117] and SketchSegNet+ [19] . SketchSegNet+ [19] considers the sketch stroke orderings and is able to work over multiple object categories. In particular, SketchSegNet and SketchSegNet+ work in RNNbased VEA framework, where the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) layers of SketchRNN are replaced with the fullyconnected layers combining with softmax layer to predict the part labels. The architecture of Stroke-RNN [116] equals to the encoder of SketchRNN. SPFusionNet [43] uses the late fusion of CNN-RNN dual-branch to represent sketch to conduct segmentation training.
Comments: Essentially, sketch perceptual grouping (SPG) is a stroke-level clustering, however, sketch semantic segmentation (SSS) is a explicitly semantic based stroke-level classification. Considering the supervision during training, SSS needs more stronger supervision than SPG. Specifically, during training, SSS system needs to know not only which strokes are connected together to denote a semantic part but also the meaningful name of this part.
Comments: Even though sketch semantic segmentation can be modeled by CNNs. However, CNNs lose the stroke orderings and temporal patterns of sketch, learning sketch representations on the patch basis. This CNN-based representation makes SSS fall into the same workflow as that of natural photo semantic segmentation.
Comments: In some cases, the non-deep grouping methods mainly rely on thresholding low-level geometric properties among the strokes. This often results in that strokes with equal geometric properties but different semantics will be grouped. Thanks to RNN-based representation, deep SPG methods consider more high-level semantic and temporal information, from the perspective of sketching.
Sketch Parse:
In recent years, a new deep learning concept "sketch parse" [58] , [120] , [121] , [122] appears in free-hand sketch community. As a kind of fine-grained semantic understanding of sketch, sketch parse has already been applied to assist other sketch tasks [58] , e.g., sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR). Sketch parse is a special case of sketch semantic segmentation. In particular, as shown in Figure  10 , completely different to the stroke-level parse of sketch semantic segmentation models, sketch parse models work in the natural photo semantic segmentation manner, which parse sketches in area-level/part-level/patch-level ignoring the stroke traits of sketches thoroughly. The existing sketch parse models use only CNN-base architecture to represent sketch, e.g., SFSegNet [120] using Deep Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [123] .
Simplification, and Abstraction
Before deep learning era, sketch simplification has been widely studied [108] , [124] , [125] by computer graphic researchers to obtain the sparse yet discriminative representation, which aims to determine which strokes of a given scribbled sketch should be merged [125] by some artificial principles, e.g., Gestalt principle. A typical pipeline is the Fig. 10 . Sketches (bus, car, cat) and ground truth annotations selected from sketch parse paper [122] . The semantic parts and background are annotated by colors. Best viewed in color.
two-stage sketch simplification [126] , which geometrically clusters the stroke lines into groups, and then generates a new line for each group. This solution to sketch simplification is based on the computer graphic techniques. This is to say that in some cases the sketch simplification is a geometric calculation problem, but not a machine learning problem.
With the prevalence of deep learning, CNN-based sketch representations have been used for the sketch simplification [127] . Furthermore, a brand new concept "stroke-level sketch abstraction" appears in sketch community recently.
Note that "stroke-level sketch abstraction" is completely different to "sketch simplification". Stroke-level sketch abstraction aims to remove the redundant information on stroke basis yet keeping the recognizability of the sketch, which can be used for various sketch understanding tasks, including: (i) modeling stroke saliency for sketch and (ii) synthesizing sketches of variable abstraction for a given category. Moreover, stroke-level sketch abstraction is a strokelevel fine-grained sketch understanding task, so that it can not be modeled by CNN efficiently. This is its task-unique challenge. Removing the unnecessary strokes from the given sketch is intrinsically a dynamic process of trading off between the recognizability of a sketch and the number of strokes used to draw it [18] . However, it is difficult to write a concrete math formulations as optimization objective to train the models to abstract free-hand sketch. Thus, reinforcement learning framework is an useful tool for this task.
Muhammad et al. [18] proposed a deep reinforcement learning (RL) based RNN model that learns to predict which strokes can be removed without affecting recognizability. Following this, Muhammad et al. [128] proposed a novel goal-driven sequential abstractor trained by RL that can abstract sketches depending on different abstraction goals, e.g., category, attribute.
Comments: Generally, the CNN-based deep learning and the non-deep models for sketch simplification work from the perspective of graphics. The deep reinforcement learning based stroke-level sketch abstraction methods focus on how to understand the logic of sketching.
Multi-Modal
Free-hand sketch stands itself as a special data domain, and it has a lot of cross-modal applications with other modalities. In this section, sketch related cross-modal deep learning topics/models will be discussed, involving visual domains (e.g., natural photo, 3D shape, video) and textual domains. For each sketch-based cross-modal task, its task-specific challenges, typical deep networks, and applications will be introduced and compared. In particular, the sketch-based cross-modal retrieval and generation will be discussed in detail.
Nowadays, most existing visual retrieval approaches work in the "query-by-example" (QBE) [129] framework that users provide examples of the content that they seek. Compared with the queries from other modalities (e.g., photo, video, text), sketch has its unique superiorities. In some scenarios, it's difficult/unpractical for user to provide the photos or videos to describe what object or content they want to search. Moreover, sometimes, users do not know the exact name of the object/content that they seek. In particular, editing suitable key words or textual description become more difficult, when users want to search some fine-grained contents. However, every user is able to sketch out the target object/content with the visual details as much as he/she like. Sketch can be used as query example to retrieve natural photo, manga [130] , 3D shape, video, etc. The advantage of sketch queries will become more significantly when users want to search something in fine-grained/instance-level.
Sketch-Photo Retrieval
Sketch-photo retrieval is also termed as sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR) [2] , [5] , [131] , [132] . Note that in sketchbased image retrieval scenarios, the retrieval is mutual retrieval that both of sketch and photo can be used as query to search target in the gallery of the other modality.
Sketch-photo retrieval is a challenging task. Free-hand sketch is highly abstract and arbitrary, so that it is absolutely not the edge-map of the natural photo. The domain gap between sketch and photo means: (i) the intrinsic difference between sparse line drawing and dense pixel spaces. (ii) the significant distinction between human abstraction expression and the pixel-perfect copy of the real world. Figure 6 provides a taxonomy for SBIR. From the perspective of evaluation criterion, SBIR can be divided into conventional/coarse-grained SBIR (i.e., category-level SBIR), mid-grained [133] , and fine-grained SBIR (i.e., instance-level SBIR). FG-SBIR is essentially a kind of instance-level retrieval [134] . From the perspective of retrieval embedding space, SBIR can be divided into Euclidean/common retrieval and hashing/fast retrieval. From the perspective of supervision involved in training, SBIR can be divided into fully-supervised and zero-shot retrievals.
In coarse-grained SBIR, given a target sketch as query, a ranking list will be returned based on the similarity (e.g., Euclidean distance, Hamming distance). The retrieval will be judged as correct, if the photo ranked at the top has the identical class label as the query. However, in fine-grained SBIR, the evaluation metric is based on the instance-level sketch-photo pairings. The retrieval will be judged as correct only when the returned photo is from the instance pair that contains the query sketch.
With the development of deep learning and popularity of the smart touch-screen devices, it is more convenient to obtain free-hand sketches, so that more and more sketchbased human-computer interaction (SBHCI) applications are able to serve for our daily life. Several sketch-based commodity search engines have already been implemented, e.g., sketch-based skirt image retrieval system [135] , finegrained sketch-based shoe [5] , [20] /chair [5] , [20] /handbag [20] retrieval systems. The following discussion will be divided into three main parts, i.e., category and instance level SBIR, zero-shot SBIR, and SBIR hashing.
Category and Instance Level SBIR:
Sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR) has been widely studied [5] , [15] , [136] , [137] , [138] , [139] , [140] , [141] , [142] , [143] , [144] , [145] , [146] in recent years. The existing SBIR solutions mainly include (i) discriminative methods and (ii) discriminative-generative hybrid methods. The discriminative methods mainly contains: (a) contrastive comparison based methods (implemented by pair-wise loss),(b) ranking based methods [5] , [15] , (c) deep canonical correlation analysis (DCCA) [147] based methods [148] , (d) cross-domain dictionary learning [149] , etc. The most widely-studied method is ranking based methods, including triplet ranking [140] , [150] , [151] , quadruplet ranking [152] .
The common motivation of the existing discriminative SBIR methods is using the discriminative loss terms to learn a joint embedding space where sketches and photos can be compared.
Some previous SBIR works [153] , [154] , [155] use edge maps (image contours) as sketch approximation to conduct the cross-modal matching. Canny edge detector [156] , Edge Boxes toolbox [157] , and holistically-nested edge detection (HED) [158] are usually used to extract the edges from natural photos. However, this kind of process does not make full use of the end-to-end feature extraction ability of deep neural network.
Some previous SBIR methods work in two-stage pipeline, where the initial retrieval combines a postprocessing re-ranking [153] , [155] , [159] . Actually, re-ranking is able to refine the initial learned embedding spaces.
The following will introduce the triplet-ranking and quadruplet-ranking SBIR methods in detail.
As shown in Figure 11 , given a sketch anchor X n and its positive and negative candidates (X n,+ , X n,− ), the goal of triplet ranking is D(F(X n ), F(X n,+ )) < D(F(X n ), F(X n,− )).
where D(·, ·) is a distance metric (e.g., 2 distance). In common practice [5] , [140] , negative sample is usually selected from the identical class of the anchor. Specifically, the loss function of triplet ranking goes as
where ∆ is the margin to guarantee the minimum distance between the embedding pairs of {F(X n ), F(X n,+ )} and {F(X n ), F(X n,− )}. For quadruplet ranking [152] , the input atom is a quadruplet of anchor X n , positive candidate X n,+ , negative candidate X n,− from the class of anchor, negative candidate X n,−− from a different class to anchor. As illustrated in Figure 11 , the goal of quadruplet ranking is to ensure
Based on this, quadruplet ranking is essentially multitask or multiple triplet ranking by constructing two extra triplet relationships, so that encode more semantic information into the embedding space . In particular, Seddati et al. [152] construct three triplets from each quadruplet, including triplet a = {X n , X n,+ , X n,− }, triplet b = {X n , X n,+ , X n,−− } , and triplet c = {X n , X n,− , X n,−− }. Therefore, the quadruplet ranking loss is defined as
where λ b , λ c are the weights. Generally, for SBIR tasks, in each triplet or quadruplet, the anchor is from sketch domain, and other components are from photo domain. Both of triplet and quadruplet ranking can be widely used for both category-level and instancelevel SBIR tasks.
As shown in Figure 12 , for both triplet and quadruplet ranking based SBIR models, the backbone network architecture can adopt (i) Siamese network, (ii) semi-heterogeneous, and (iii) heterogeneous networks: (i) Siamese networks [5] have the fully-shared weight/parameter sharing manners. (ii) Semi-heterogeneous network [160] , [161] is in the halfshared manner, where the cross-modal shared layers are located in the high levels of the networks. Thus, semiheterogeneous networks also can be treated as a kind of late-fusion architecture. (iii) Generally, for heterogeneous networks [162] , sketch anchor will have a independent subnetwork, and the positive and negative photos will share another sub-network. Various weigh sharing manners are discussed in [163] . Furthermore, triplet or quadruplet ranking based SBIR models can be improved by multi-task training, via combining with classification [15] , [163] , [164] .
Comments: The essential principle of triplet loss is using the local partial orderings to establish the global ordered relationship in the embedding space, so that triplet ranking [38] can be understood as Topological Sorting 6 . The triplet annotations work as a partially ordered set. Compared with other loss functions, the main advantages of triplet loss on sketch-related retrieval are: (i) It helps to involve more locally partial orderings/annotations to learn more fine-grained embedding space. (ii) Given limited training samples of N , their triplet orderings have C 3 N combinations, producing significant data augmentations. This is benefit to train deep neural networks on small scale sketch datasets. It should be noted that the performance of triplet loss is heavily dependent on (i) choice of margin parameter and (ii) the triplet construction strategies.
Pang et al. [165] propose a novel discriminativegenerative hybrid model to solve FG-SBIR, which is also intrinsically a multi-task learning network, involving discriminative task and generative task. In particular, as shown in Figure 13 , this hybrid model uses a Siamese encoderdecoder architecture with a classification subnet, taking triplets as input. Thus, there are totally three subnets in this model, i.e., encoder subnet, decoder subnet, classification subnet. Given a triplet input, the outputs of encoder subnet will be used for two discriminative tasks, i.e., triplet ranking, object category-level classification. The output of decoder subnet will be used for generative task. Therefore, its loss function has three terms:
where λ cla. , λ rec. are the weights, and "cla." and "rec." are short for "classification" and "reconstruction", respectively. Specifically, in (6), L triplet , L cla. , and L rec. are triplet, cross-entropy softmax, and auto-encoder reconstruction loss terms, respectively. Sharing some similar motivations with [165] , generative adversarial network based SBIR models also have been studied. For instance, Guo et al. [166] propose a SBIR model based on conditional generative adversarial network (cGAN) [167] .
Zero-Shot SBIR:
In recent years, motivated by the zero-shot validation criterion for supervised photo retrieval [168] , zero-shot sketchbased image retrieval (ZS-SBIR) has been studied as a new 6 . https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topological sorting topic in free-hand sketch community [8] , [169] , [170] , [171] , [172] , [173] , [174] , [175] , [176] , [177] . Similar to the natural photo zero-shot learning/recognition [178] , [179] , [180] , the ZS-SBIR system aims to search the candidate photos for the sketch query that is from the unseen categories. "unseen categories" denote the categories that have not been involved in the training stage. Thus, addition to the SBIR specific challenges, ZS-SBIR also needs to solve the zeroshot learning challenges, e.g., domain knowledge transfer, domain alignment.
However, even in the single-modal zero-shot learning, the domain shift [181] problems are difficult to solve. In the sketch-photo cross-modal case, the sketch-photo domain shift issues will become more serious, due to the large sketch-photo domain gap and the high-level abstraction of sketch.
Comments: Domain knowledge transfer based domain alignment is key to zero-shot learning problem. Hence, it is important to look for a set of reasonable prior domain knowledge to solve ZS-SBIR. The existing methods use the identical set of prior domain knowledge for both sketch and photo domains. This can not make sense.
Comments: The domain alignment in ZS-SBIR is distinctly different to that in natural photo based zero-shot learning. Photo zero-shot learning only needs align photo domain to the prior domain knowledge. However, ZS-SBIR is inherently a multi-modal problem, so that ZS-SBIR model needs to align two domains of sketch and photo to the prior domain(s). This makes the cross-modal retrieval more challenging.
Comments: In natural photo zero-shot learning, the common semantic knowledge works well, i.e., word vector [182] , attribute [183] . However, we should rethink about the semantic knowledge in ZS-SBIR. The domain-gap between sketch and photo is huge, thus it can not be guaranteed that the suitable prior semantic knowledge for natural photo still make sense to sketch. A main bottleneck is that the existing ZS-SBIR always directly "borrow" the semantic knowledge/space from natural photo zero-shot learning models. It is really need to propose the new prior knowledge that is suitable/reasonable for sketch domain.
SBIR Hashing:
In order to achieve more efficient/faster sketch-based image retrieval, in the recent years, researchers start to study the novel task of sketch-based fast image retrieval. The existing ideas to speed up the SBIR retrieval include optimizing the feature coding (e.g., sketch-image hashing [184] , [185] ), optimizing the feature map (e.g., Asymmetric Feature Maps [186] ), etc.
In particular, sketch-image hashing has gained more attention, which can be termed as sketch-photo fast retrieval, sketch-photo hashing, fast SBIR, or SBIR hashing. Liu et al. [184] , for the first time, propose a deep hashing model for SBIR, which is in a classical deep hashing pipeline including: (i) feature extractor network, (ii) hashing layer with binary constraints, and (iii) hashing loss (see Figure 14 ). This classical pipeline illustrated in Figure 14 has been widely studied in natural photo oriented deep hashing [187] , [188] , where generally the hashing layer is fully-connected layer using sigmoid or tanh functions as activation, and with discrete binary constraints. The loss functions of deep hash- ing models are often non-differentiable, due to the discrete binary constraints. The common practice is that the feature extractor network/backbone and hashing layer are alternatively optimized in two separate steps. The parameters of hashing layer are fixed, when optimize the parameters of the backbone (vice versa). Moreover, sketch-photo hashing has also been studied in zero-shot learning setting, termed as "zero-shot sketchphoto hashing" [40] .
Comments: The existing SBIR deep hashing models work on the SBIR benchmarks, i.e., Sketchy [15] (75K sketches), TU-Berlin Extended [45] (20K). The scales of these SBIR benchmarks are not large enough, so that they are inappropriate for large-scale deep hashing exploration. This is the bottleneck of the existing SBIR hashing studies.
Sketch-Photo Generation
Sketch and photo based mutual generation (translation/synthesis) is a classical cross-modal topic of sketch research, and often termed as "sketch-photo generation" mainly including: (i) sketch-to-photo generation. (ii) phototo-sketch generation [189] , [190] , [191] . In particular, sketchto-photo generation can be categorized into: (a) sketch to photo, (b) sketch & photo to photo [192] , [193] , (c) sketch/edge & color to photo [39] . Here, photo mainly refers to natural photo, painting, etc. (see Figure 6 ) Sketch and photo based generation can be used to help users to create or design novel images in a lot of practical application scenarios: sketch-based photo editing [192] , [193] , sketch to painting generation [194] , cloth design [195] , [196] , sketch to natural photo generation [197] , etc. In some cases, sketchphoto generations usually involve style transfer [198] .
Note that: (i) Sketch-to-photo generation aims to solve the cross-modal translation from the abstract and sparse line drawings to pixel space, different to the well-drawn sketch colorization [199] , [200] , [201] . (ii) Photo-to-sketch generation does not refer to extracting edge-map from natural photo [157] , [202] , which needs the model to learn the human sketching patterns to mimic the drawing styles and logic of human.
With the prosperity of Generative Adversarial Net (GAN) [96] , sketch and photo based generation are further widely studied [88] , [203] , [204] , [205] , [206] based on various generative adversarial networks, e.g., conditional GAN [207] , cycle GAN [203] , texture GAN [208] . In the GAN framework, both CNN and RNN can be used as backbone networks for the generations across sketch and photo domains. The existing deep sketch-photo generation Fig. 15 . Illustration of view matching across sketch and 3D shape. Images (from left to right: sketch, 3D shape, three random views of the 3D shape) are selected from [212] . models are able to work based on sketch-photo pairing or unpaired samples.
Sketch-photo generation is distinctively different to photo-to-photo generation/translation. The photo-to-photo generation models generally fail to work for sketch-photo generation. The reason is that, the domain gap between sketch and photo is huge, so that it is impossible to conduct the pixel-wise alignment in visual space directly. One main challenge is that, even if sketch-photo pairing information is available, this information only provides weak supervision signals to train a cross-modal translation model. For instance, as stated in [209] , conditional generative adversarial networks incorporate hard condition like pixel-wise correspondence alongside the translation process, thus it can not be directly used for sketch-photo generation.
Lu et al. [209] propose a contextual GAN that uses sketch as weak constraint to enable that the output photo contours do not necessarily to follow the input edges/sketches. Specifically, sketches and photos are organized as the joint sketch-photo pairs.
Sketch-3D Retrieval
Using sketch as query to retrieve the target 3D model is termed as sketch based 3D retrieval or sketch-3D retrieval. Compared with the sketch based image retrieval, sketch based 3D retrieval is more challenging due to the larger domain gap across the 2D space to the 3D space. For more background knowledge, please read the survey paper [35] on sketch-based 3D retrieval.
Before deep learning era, sketch-3D retrieval is often solved in a two-stage manner, which involves two separated steps [210] , i.e., (i) "best view" selection for 3D model: use the automatic procedure to select the representative viewpoints of a given 3D model, hoping that one of the selected viewpoints is similar to that of the query sketches, and (ii) matching between sketches and the 2D projection of the selected best views, based on manually predefined features, e.g., SIFT [95] . More specifically, based on the selected views, 3D models can be projected into 2D space by the line rendering algorithm [211] . Note that each 3D model can be projected as multiple 2D views, and allowed to have multiple best views. Thus, a sketch matches a given 3D model, if it matches one of the views of the 3D model (see Figure 15 ).
However, as argued in some previous works [3] , the view selection is the bottleneck to the two-stage approach, since selecting best views is subjective and ambiguous. Moreover, selecting hand-crafted features manually will also bring biases.
Gradually, sketch based 3D model retrieval has been studied in the end-to-end pipeline based on deep learning [3] , [212] , [213] , [214] , [215] , [216] . Representatively, Wang et al. [3] propose to use two Siamese networks to learn the sketch and projected views directly in the endto-end manner, which takes a quadruplet of sketches and projected viewpoints as input, and uses multiple pair-wise losses. In each quadruplet atoms, two sketches (X 1 , X 2 ) and two viewpoints (V 1 , V 2 ) are randomly selected from sketch and 3D domains, respectively. For simplicity, Wang et al. [3] assume that X 1 and X 2 are from the same category sharing a Siamese network, while V 1 and V 2 are also from the same category sharing another Siamese network. The loss of a quadruplet is defined as
Where L pair (·, ·) is the pair-wise loss function that will be detailed in the following. In (7), L pair (X 1 , X 2 ) and L pair (V 1 , V 2 ) will enable the network to learn the categorylevel similarity within each domain, and L pair (X 1 , V 1 ) will force the network to learn the cross-modal similarity in the end-to-end procedure. Given input samples a and b, one of their pair-wise loss functions can be defined as:
where y a and y b are the corresponding class labels, and F a (·) and F b (·) denotes the feature extractions that have been applied to a and b, respectively. Addition to the pair-wise deep metric learning, other deep metric learning methods also can be applied to the cross-domain matching across sketch and 3d model, e.g., triplet ranking [217] , [218] , deep correlation metric learning [219] , [220] .
Moreover, some previous works also studied how to represent 3D models more comprehensively in sketch based 3D retrieval tasks. For instance, Xie et al. [221] propose to represent 3D models by computing the Wasserstein distance [222] based barycenters of multiple projections of 3D models.
Comments: Due to the significant discrepancy across sketches and 3D models, it is unpractical to force sketch domain and 3D domain share the backbone network in sketch-based 3D retrieval models. This is different to that of the sketch-based image retrieval models.
Sketch-3D Generation
The generation across sketch and 3D model is also an interesting cross-modal research topic. Using sketch to generate 3D models/shapes [223] is an extremely challenging and application-driven task, which has some application scenarios, e.g., sketch-based product design [224] . Due to the task-unique challenges, this task is under-studied to date. The existing deep learning based sketch-to-3D generation models are engineered for the highly well-drawn even or professional pencil sketches [225] , [226] . Recently, 3D-to-sketch [227] generation also has been studied in deep learning manner.
Sketch-video retrieval
Sketch based video retrieval (SBVR) [228] has been studied before the boom of deep learning. SBVR is also an extremely Fig. 16 . Sketch samples randomly selected from sketch based video retrieval dataset TSF [228] . The left sketch depicts that two persons are approaching each other. The right one depicts that a person is gliding up the hillside.
challenging task due to the huge domain gap between free-hand sketch and video. In SBVR application scenarios, serving as the query, the advantage of sketch is that humans can use lines or arrow vectors to describe the moving or other dynamic scenes, as illustrated in Figure 16 . This is to say that sketch can not only depict static object/scene but also motion information.
The task-specific challenge of SBVR is that both of apprearance matching and motion matching across free-hand sketch and video should be considered. The apprearance matching and motion matching need to consider the static and dynamic information, respectively.
Furthermore, motion sketch based crowd video retrieval [229] , [230] has been studied recently, which is useful for the video surveillance analysis.
Other Sketch-Related Multi-Modal Tasks
Recently, based on deep learning techniques, some other interesting sketch based multi-modal tasks have also been studied, e.g., text-to-sketch generation [231] , sketch-based photo classifier generation [17] , sketch-to-text pictionary game [232] , [233] , sketch to photo contour transfer [234] . Similarly, the challenges of these tasks are also mainly due to the large domain gap between free-hand sketches and other modalities.
CURRENT BOTTLENECKS
This section will discuss the current bottlenecks of the free-hand sketch community, mainly considering from the perspective of deep learning.
Lacking of Data and Annotations
For single-modal sketch tasks, QuickDraw [16] is the largest dataset containing more than 50M sketches. However, the sketches in QuickDraw are highly abstract and noisy, due to that QuickDraw online game allows the urses to use only 20 seconds to draw a sketch. On the other hand, only the class labels are provided without any other finegrained annotations (i.e., attributes, groupings), thus, for single-modal tasks, QuickDraw dataset is mainly used for sketch recognition or pre-training.
For multi-modal sketch tasks, most existing methods are proposed in supervised manner. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the cross-modal pairing information only provides weak supervision signals to train the cross-modal model, due to the large domain gap, e.g., sketch-photo gap, sketch-3D gap. Hence, fine-grained/local annotations can bring more opportunities to study the subtle crossmodal alignment and matching, e.g., attribute annotations provided in SketchX Shoe dataset [5] .
The main application of sketch research is the sketchbased touch-screen interaction that should be capable for any possible users with various drawing styles and abilities. Hence, for both single-modal and multi-modal sketch tasks, sketches selected from any drawing styles and abilities should be studied. However, all the existing sketch datasets are mainly selected by crowd-sourcing and online game. These two approaches are corresponding to two extreme cases: (i) the crowd-sourcing participators draw every stroke deliberately. (ii) the gamers draw too casually, i.e., QuickDraw. This led to the selected sketches are either excessively well-drawn or messily poorly-drawn. Therefore, both single-modal and multi-modal free-hand sketch related tasks need more diverse sketches.
Lacking of Sketch-Specific Thinking
Free-hand sketch is distinctively different to other visual data, e.g., natural photo, cartoon, professional painting. Therefore, sketch has its domain-unique challenge, and really needs the sketch-specific designs. Addition to the visual information, the temporal and geometry information of sketch also needs to be explored. The style diversity, abstraction, and noise of sketch also needs to be taken into account. However, nowadays, some sketch papers have no sketch-specific designs, while directly copy the techniques that are engineered for natural photo domain. This kind of fake sketch papers hinder the development of sketch community.
For instance, in photo zero-shot learning, photo domain is aligned with the common semantic domain, e.g., word vector, whereas this domain alignment design recipe does not necessarily translate from photo ZSL setting to sketch ZSL setting. Some semantically dissimilar categories looks highly similar in sketch domain, i.e., apple and ball, so that it can not make sense that align sketch domain to the common semantic domain constrainedly. Unfortunately, almost of the existing sketch related zero-shot learning methods borrow the domain alignment techniques directly from the photo ZSL methods.
Another noticeable problem is that sketch is routinely represented by CNNs. It is intuitive that the pixel-by-pixel scan of the CNN procedure involves useless information, due to the highly sparsity in pixel domain of sketch. Sketch can be regarded as temporal sequence or graph, thus sketch needs more sketch-specific feature representations. There is still a lot of room for progress in RNN and GNN based sketch representation/modeling.
OPEN PROBLEMS

Rethinking the Category-Level Validation Criterion for Sketch-Based Cross-Modal Retrieval
As aforementioned in this survey, the coarse-grained sketchbased cross-modal retrieval systems adopt category-level validation criterion, which will determine a returned sample as a true match if this returned sample has the identical class label to the query. This criterion is suitable for semantic retrieval, yet unsuitable for visual similarity or content based retrieval.
As a kind of query, sketch is able to depict the visual details that are difficult to describe in key words or sentences. For example, you can draw sketches as queries to search the beautiful shoe, which has been found by you in the street yet you don't know how to describe its intricate decorations. This is the advantage of sketch query.
However, if the retrieval is evaluated in category-level, sketch-based cross-modal retrieval will degenerate into classification problem, and using category-based key words is more convenient than sketching. Thus, using sketch as query for the visual/content detail based retrieval will making more sense, i.e., fine-grained retrieval, instance-level retrieval.
Rethinking the Pre-Training
For some specific sketch tasks, it often happens that existing datasets are not large enough to train the deep models. Many previous works use sketches to fine-tune the deep models pre-trained on ImageNet. However, the domain gap between sketch and photo domains is so large. Compared with the natural photos, edge-map is more close to sketch domain. Therefore, using edge-maps to pre-train deep neural networks for free-hand sketch tasks is a better solution.
POTENTIAL RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Nowadays, not only deep learning is developing rapidly, but also various data collection equipment is constantly updated. This brings many new opportunities and challenges to free-hand sketch community.
There are some potential research directions in future: (i) With the developments of data collection equipment, collecting 3D sketches [235] is easier than previous. There are many interesting 3D sketch related research topics, e.g., combining virtual reality (VR) [236] and augmented reality (AR) [11] , [12] , [237] . 3D sketch studies will help to bring the sketch-based human-computer interaction from the 2D planes of the touch-screens to the 3D spaces, enabling users have immersive experience.
(ii) Existing sketch works focus on the sketches that depict objects and scenes. In the practical application scenarios, users want to machines understand the input sketching contents as many as possible. Thus, beyond object and scene, other practical sketch contents also need to be studied, e.g., sheets, curves, histograms [238] , maps [239] , user interface (UI) prototype drawings [240] . Sketch also can be studied with hand-written character together.
(iii) All the existing free-hand sketches are collected by common touch-screen devices, e.g., mobile phone, ipad. Hence, the position information of strokes is the main feature in previous works. Currently, professional hand-drawn collection equipment is able to sense the pressure along strokes, thus more features for sketch stroke analysis can be collected. This is also worth studying in future.
(iv) Sketch is particularly diverse, abstract, and noisy, so that the sketch-oriented deep models need more robustness. However, the deep model robustness is really under-studied in sketch community to date. In future, sketch can be studied from the perspective of model robustness. Furthermore, adversarial attack learning also can be involved to sketch study.
(v) Sketch is a special data domain. Beyond humancomputer interaction related applications, sketch has some other potential uses. Recently, sketch-like images (e.g., ImageNet-Sketch [29] ) are used to evaluate the generalization ability of deep models. Thus, for both uni-modal and cross-modal cases, free-hand sketch can be used as a more difficult/challenging test-bed to evaluate the domain adaptation/transferability/robustness of the deep models. For instance, essentially speaking, both of fine-grained sketchbase image retrieval (FG-SBIR) and person re-identification (Re-ID) are instance-level matching problems. Therefore, researchers can evaluate the generalization ability of person re-identification models on FG-SBIR tasks.
CONCLUSION
This survey focuses on reviewing the developments of deep learning techniques for the free-hand sketch. Firstly, background knowledge of sketch is introduced briefly, including the intrinsic traits and domain-unique challenges. The taxonomies of the existing datasets and tasks are provided. For each specific task, deep learning based solutions are summarized and compared in detail. The current bottlenecks, open problems, and potential research directions of the free-hand sketch field have also been discussed.
Sincerely hope this survey will: (i) help the researchers to see the state of the free-hand sketch community within the deep learning background, and (ii) provide insights to the brave researchers to study the unsolved problems for sketch.
